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FABRIC FORMATION - III
fTime: 3 hours

S4aximum marks: 100)

PAK| - A

Maximum mmks : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question ca:ries 2 marks.

i. State the use of multiple box motion.

2. State two features of automatic loom.

3. Give the classification of shuttle less weaving'

4. Mention two features of air jet loom.

5. Write the formula to find calculated production of loom. (5x2 = 10)

PART - B

(N4aximum marks : 30)

Il Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. List and mention the features of different types of box motion

2. Define the fi.nction of thread cutter in shuttle change loom.

3. Compare conventional method of weaving and shuttle less weaving.

4. Draw and describe rack and pinion method of rapier driving;

5. Describe the advantages of air loom.

6. Explain the water jet picking system.

7. Calculate the actual and calculated production from the given data.

Loom speed - 200 rpm, Picks per centimeter - i5 cms, Efficiency -75%. (5x6=30)
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PART - C

(I4aximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fi;1^l question from each unit. Each fi.ill question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

(a) Describe the working of Eccle's drop motion with the help of sketch.

(b) State the furrction of midget weft feeler.

On

Explain the working of weft replenishment mechanism in a pirn changing loom.

Mention the need of pick at will loom.
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Uxn - II
v (a) Draw and describe the working of torsion bar picking mechanism.

O) classify the different method of weft insenion in rapier loom.

On

(a) Describe the various stage of weft insertion in a.flexible rapier loom with sketches. 12

(b) List the various selvedges used in shuttle less looms. 3

UNrr - III
(a) Draw and describe the various weft insertion stages in a maxbo air jet loom. 12

(b) State the demerits of water jet loom. 3

(a) Explain the stages of weft insertion in water jet loom with the aid of sketch.

(b) State the function of profile reed & Accumulator in air jet loom.

UNrr - IV

(a) Calculate the number of pirns required per loom per how to run a cloth woven
on a loom with 144 cm reed width, 200 rpm and 75Yo efficiency. If average
\ neight of 15 tex yam on a pim is 32 gms.

O) Write the formula for Efficiency o/o.

On

(a) Calculate the time required to weave a warp on a loom from the given data.

Length of warp on the beam - 1200 meters, Loom speed - 200 rpm, Warp
regain - 5 yo, Waste - 8 meters, PPI - 20, Efficiency - 77 %. 12

O) Describe the factors aflecting the cost of a fabric. 3
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